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"(Cheer-Accident) fold as many abstruse styles into their songs as possible - without collapsing 
into a nightmare tangle – and strike a keen balance between angularity and tunefulness - 
performed with incredible skill and precision." – The WIRE

  “In the end, this album does not reach the heights of “Introducing Lemon” or “Fear Draws  
  Misfortune”, but for anyone who already likes the band, it is worth picking up, and you can't 
  really go wrong owning this album - although I would still recommend "Fear Draws Misfortune" 
  as the starting point if you are looking to get into this Chicago-based band”. 
    - The Gazzardian (writing about the 2006 album “What Sequel?” over at Prog Archives)

In the In the sixteen years that have passed since the review above, Cheer-Accident have put off 
death, then faded out, and now… “Here Comes The Sunset”- ?!?  When will all of this ending 
end, you ask?  Well, Cheer-Accident’s unending series of endings comes to a close (yet again) 
with their 24th album – brand new for 2022 – on Friday, February 18th.

What gives?What gives? - Peeking through the earglass, it sounds like we’ve got some cutup / schismatic 
Plastic R&B, something vaguely resembling Eurodance, a coupla minutes of Prog, a dash of 
melancholia, and a would-be (you know, right up until the "middle section") faithful rendition of 
a famous song by their fellow (but less drably attired) Midwestern rock band, Cheap Trick. 

Join us for a gloriously dismal time as Cheer-Accident’s constitution collapses upon itself once 
again.  You CAN go wrong listening to this.  You can go exactly this wrong.  

Randomly-Mixed Colored Vinyl LP

Digipack and Glass Mastered CD
LIMITED EDITION
Randomly-Mixed Colored Vinyl LP

Digipack and Glass Mastered CD

Randomly Mixed Colored Vinyl Edition
- Strictly Limited to 400 pieces worldwide.
LP includes Japan-style “Footlong OBI”
Features CHEER-ACCIDENT’s faithful
  rendition (right up until the middle part)
  of CHEAP TRICK’s “Dream Police”.
Digipack CD Edition Limited to 300 piecesDigipack CD Edition Limited to 300 pieces

HIGHLIGHTS

ALSO FROM CHEER-ACCIDENT

catalog #: GR146CD

catalog #: GR146LP

STREET DATE: February 18th, 2022

“Chi-town’s long running CHEER-ACCIDENT are classification-
   defying experimentalists... on the fringes of progressive rock, 

   art-pop,  and noise, whose M.O. has been one of 
constant  reinvention” . - BANDCAMP DAILY

“ ...worth deliberate investigation.”  - NPR / FRESH AIR


